They tend to be rigidly deterministic where, clearly, multiple process models are necessary for reusing experience and creating packaged experience for reuse.
Approach
In order to practice reuse effectively, an organization is needed whose main focus is to make reuse easy and effective. This implies a significant cultural change in the software industry, from a project-based frame of mind centered on the ideas and experience of project designers, to an organization-wide one,
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where a portion of those ideas and experience becomes a permanent corporate asset, independent from the people who originate it. This cultural change will probably happen slowly, and a way to facilitate this change is to provide an organization that is flexible enough to accept this evolution. Two characteristics will typify such an organization:
-Flexibility. The organization must be able to change its configuration without a negative impact on its performance, thereby incrementally gaining control over the main factors affecting production.
-Continuous improvement (the Japanese "kaizen"). The organization must be able to learn from its own experience and to evolve towards higher levels of quality by building competencies and reusing them.
This paper presents some ideas on how to design the production of software using reusable compcments.
In particular, we show the effectiveness of a representation of the cwganization with different levels of abstraction in order to achieve the desired flexibility.
This There are data ports and control ports: the port through which the designer agent receives the requirements for the system is a data port; the port through which it receives the process model to design the system is a control port. A port bundles several channels:
each one is an elementary access point specifying the kinds of objects traveling through it and their direction. For instance, the port through ---------------------------------fl -------------------------- 
